Linear
ModiFly

An adventure
in lighting design
starts now

They say heroes aren't born...
they are created.
It's time to liberate with light.
Agile and sophisticated, a new action hero has burst onto the
scene, ModiFly suspended by Ledalite.
Harness the ultimate flexibility of on-site articulation of
luminaires. Create one-of-a-kind designs with unique shapes
and precision angles.
Dazzle your clients with striking new metallic finish options
shown above - Hero Gold, Silver Nova or Venom Black – as well
as our traditional choices of black, white and titanium.

ModiFly
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Lighting designs that
evoke a sense of
wonder
From the depths of your creativity, comes
something powerful and original.
ModiFly lets your vision fly free and
unencumbered. Whether it be pods
of pendants floating under sky-high
ceilings, a canopy of suspended hexagons
linking in a luminous web or well-defined
squares perched at varying heights for a
geometric yet whimsical space – ModiFly
comes to your design rescue.

Now you have backup for your lighting
challenges that may even inspire exciting
new concepts or rejuvenate routine
patterns.

Remember, courageous designers can
always use a superhero sidekick.

An endless array of patterns

Triangle
Order Code: TRIA

Square
Order Code: SQRE

Hexagon
Order Code: HEXA

Y
Order Code: WHY

Cross
Order Code: CRSS

Molecules
Order Code: MOLE
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Ledalite

Octagon
Order Code: OCTA

ModiFly allows for ultimate flexibility,
making lighting the key element of
architectural design. These predefined
patterns are just a handful of examples
of the shapes ModiFly has to offer. Go
simple, or go big - ModiFly can help you
achieve your luminous design vision.
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Only in taking the risk can something
extraordinary be revealed.
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Ledalite

It's time for your
office, retail and
learning spaces
to step out of
the shadows...
Put the light exactly where it's
needed with continuous rows
of ModiFly. With efficacies
up to 134lm/W and a batwing
distribution, allow the brilliance
of your space to prevail.
180

90

90

0
75% downlight
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The solution is out there...
just waiting for you to discover it.
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Ledalite

Room Size

22´Lx12´Wx14´H

Horizontal Light Level

28fc

Lumens

3500lm

Vertical Light Level

10fc

Efficacy

125lm/W

Energy Density

0.42W/ft2

2.5"

4.5"

ModiFly
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Creativity needs no permission,
only expression...
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Ledalite

Ultimate flexibility with
on-site articulation
Tri-link - 75° articulation

Static link - Continuous runs only

Bi-link - 180° articulation

With fool-proof angulation, rotation of pendant
modules to achieve the look desired…becomes
flawless. Finesse the layout on-site with the
ability to rotate modules in increments of 15°!
Quad-link - 45° articulation
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Inspired lighting for courageous design.

Room Size

24´Lx14´Wx10´H

Horizontal Light Level

28fc

Lumens

3000lm

Vertical Light Level

19fc

Efficacy

126lm/W

Energy Density

0.42W/ft2
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Ledalite

ModiFly... fully connected & ready to go
SpaceWise DT
• SpaceWise is an easy to use, flexible,
wireless lighting system.
• It allows you to create customized light
zones in your office space, achieve high
savings through LED technology and
different dimming options, increase
employee comfort through better
quality of light and option to personalize
light settings.
www.philips.com/spacewise
Note: SpaceWise DT sensor shown at right.

Interact Pro
• Interact Pro allows you to control and
personalize lighting, and provides data
insights for small and medium sized
businesses.
• With Philips Interact Ready lighting
products, you’re ready to connect to
the cloud-based Interact Pro app in 5
simple steps.
• The app and intuitive dashboard give you
the power to quickly and easily adjust
your lighting and make workplaces more
comfortable, and more productive.
www.interact-lighting.com/pro
Note: Signify Interact Office Luminaires are not sold
individually and are only compatible with Signify's
Interact Office control system & software.
The system requires a compatible back-end IT
infrastructure for normal operations, please consult
your Signify representative for additional information.

Interact Office Wired (PoE),
Static White & Tunable White
• PoE based IoT connected lighting solution
for large enterprises that span across
multiple floors, buildings and require multiple
gateways.
• Use Interact Office software and insights
to increase building efficiency, achieve
building wide integration and optimize
space through occupancy analytics.
• Human centric lighting through tunable
white technology - Dynamic behaviors
via scheduled lighting recipes mimicking
daylight patterns or supporting biorhythms.
• Supports advanced IoT apps on Personal
Control, Space Management, wayfinding,
room/desk reservation and offers open
APIs for light control and data exchange.
www.interact-lighting.com/office

Tunable White
• Signify tunable white solutions are
designed to help maximize the influence
of lighting on your daily life.
• Dynamic behaviors via scheduled lighting
recipes mimicking daylight patterns or
supporting biorhythms.
• Scene setting via lighting pre-sets based
on various combinations of lighting color
temperature and intensity.
www.usa.lighting.philips.com/
products/product-highlights/
tunablewhitetechnology
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Silver Nova

Standard White

Venom Black
Hero Gold

Dazzle with striking new metallic finish options…

Visual Specification Guide (Please refer to technical spec sheet for full details and ordering information)
Standalone & continuous rows

Predefined & custom shapes

2ft

Articulating links
Bi-link

Lumen packages

1500lm

2000lm

2500lm

4ft
Triangle

Square

Hexagon

Octagon

5ft

Tri-link

3000lm

3500lm

4000lm

4500lm

6ft
8ft

Y

Cross

Distribution

Molecules

CCT/CRI

180

Quad-link

Standard drivers

Voltages

Advance 0-10V

90

Lutron EcoSystem

80 CRI
90CRI

90

Philips PoE
2700K*

3000K

3500K

4000K

5000K*

Advance Sensor Ready

*2700K and 5000K coming soon
0

75% Down/25% Up

UNV 120/277V
347V

Wiring options

Ceiling types

Open

Auxiliary circuit
Integral battery pack

T-grid

Connected systems

Drywall

Interact Pro
Power over Ethernet (PoE)
SpaceWise DT
Tunable White
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Signify North America Corporation
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Telephone 855-486-2216

Signify Canada Ltd.
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Markham, ON, Canada L6C 2S3
Telephone 800-668-9008

